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Burnout is common among physicians in the 

United States, with an estimated 30% to 40% 

experiencing burnout.





Psychotherapy works to 
alleviate suffering, these 

interventions facilitate well-
being and as a side effect, 

also help to alleviate 
suffering…  



the nuns who expressed more positive emotions 
lived, on average, a decade longer than their less 
cheerful peers

Age 85: 90% of 1st Quartile still alive; 34% of 4th

Age 94: 54% of 1st still alive, compared to 11% of 4th



Barbara Fredrickson Summary:

• All emotions are useful in the right 
circumstances – pathology comes from 
excessive lingering.

• Resilient people are very attuned to the 
correct circumstances while burned out 
people stay with an old emotion

• The key to resilience is to see the current 
circumstances with clear eyes whether 
positive or negative.



“Genetic Dispositions”

Our Darwinian DNA utilizes some negative-
emotion mechanisms to help us pass our traits 
on to offspring:

- Ability to worry about the future

- Remember bad things that happened to us

- Anticipate new things that could go wrong

- These help us with survival, but not with happiness



Positive emotions expand awareness to 
allow for the discovery of new 
knowledge, new alliances, and new 
skills (i.e., to build enduring resources).



Positive Emotions are Temporary but the 
Resources Built are Durable/Lasting

Durable Personal Resources:

• Physical

• Social

• Intellectual

• Psychological



Adversity and the Immune System

Chronic adversity is associated with:
• Increased expression of pro-inflammatory 

genes

• Reduced expression of antiviral genes

• Reduced expression of antibody synthesis 
genes

- Cole (2013) American Journal of Public Health, 103, S84-S92



Cultivating Positive Emotion:

Ratio of positive to negative

Low Performance Groups= 1:1

Mid Performance Groups= 2:1

High Performance Groups= 6:1

High performers asked questions as much as they 
defended their own views, and cast their attention 
outward as much as inward.
Low performers asked almost no questions, and showed 
almost no outward focus (not listening, rather, waiting to 
talk to defend their own view).



Cultivating Positive Emotion:
Low Performance Groups= 1:1

- Divorcing couples/Depression/Anxiety (0.5-1):1

Mid Performance Groups= 2:1

- Most people are 2:1 (more like 1:1 than 3:1)

High Performance Groups= 6:1

- only 20% are 3:1 or higher

- flourishing marriages average 5:1



Cultivating Positive Emotion:

Ratio of positive to negative

Upper bound for flourishing?

11:1

“if you jump really high in the 
gymnasium, you will hit your head 
on the ceiling…”



Cultivating Positive Emotion:

3 to 1 Ratio
Chapter 3: What Is Positivity?

The 10 Forms of Positivity 

Joy

Gratitude

Serenity

Interest

Hope

Pride

Amusement

Inspiration

Awe

Love



Joy

Gratitude

Serenity

Interest

Hope

Pride

Amusement

Inspiration

Awe

Love



Cultivating Positive Emotion:

3 to 1 Ratio

Meeting agenda item: 

What are we doing well?



“So how are we going to kill the next patient 
around here?”

Don’t use defensive framing when 
asking questions of frontline staff:



FRAMING:

– Use the 3:1 ratio for psychological safety

“Please share three things that are going well around here, 
and one thing that could be better.”

– Make it about what you can do

“How can I help to remove barriers, so that the safety 
defects you are most concerned about can be better 
addressed?”



Staff meetings:

– Round Robin: “What is one good thing so far this week?”



While you are waiting for us to start, perhaps you 

could send a quick text to someone important to you, 

to send a kind thought their way.

Bite Sized Resilience

J. Bryan Sexton, PhD
Director, Duke Patient Safety Center



Bobby McFerrin



Star Size Comparison



Neil Degrasse Tyson











Bite Sized Resilience:
Cultivating Awe



What is the one thing you never 

have enough of?
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Caenorhabditis elegans



Undulatus Asperatus 
(roughened or agitated waves)































































From Moon



From Mars









Your moment of awe…



For your resilience:

Other People Matter





While you are waiting for us to start, perhaps you 

could send a quick text to someone important to you, 

to send a kind thought their way.

Bite Sized Resilience:

Cultivating Gratitude

J. Bryan Sexton, PhD
Director, Duke Patient Safety Center



• Algoe, S. B. (2012). Find, remind, and bind: The 

functions of gratitude in everyday relationships. 

Social and Personality Psychology Compass, 6, 

455-469. 



Bite Sized Resilience:
Cultivating Gratitude
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grat·i·tude

ˈgratəˌt(y)oo͞d/

noun

noun: gratitude

the quality of being thankful; readiness to show 
appreciation for and to return kindness.

Gratitude definition:

Page 83

Robert A. Emmons, Ph. D., 
is Professor of Psychology 
at UC Davis. 



led to increases in positive affect, as well as reductions in negative 
affect, mediational analyses showed that gratitude was uniquely 
responsible for the effect of the intervention on positive affect. In 
addition, the gratitude intervention improved people’s amount of 
sleep and the quality of that sleep. Furthermore, the effects on 
well-being were apparent to the participants’ spouse or significant 
other.



The 
Gratitude 

Letter





The Gratitude Letter

Seligman, Steen, Park & Petersen, 2005
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How to be grateful?

Like any positive emotion, it helps to 
be open, appreciative, curious, kind, 
and above all, be real and sincere



At times our own light goes out and is 
rekindled by a spark from another 
person. Each of us has cause to think 
with deep gratitude of those who have 
lighted the flame within us.

Albert Schweitzer(1875-1965; 
Physician, Philosopher, 
Theologian and Nobel 
Peace Prize Winner)
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Spend the next few minutes writing a brief 
note, telling this person what they did, how it 
impacted you, and what this says about them. 
Be genuine, kind and  appreciative in your note.





A hundred times a day I remind myself that my 
inner and outer life depends on the labors of 
others, living and dead, and that I must exert 
myself in order to give in the measure as I have 
received and am still receiving.

--Albert Einstein
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The emotions associated with giving/receiving this 
letter are similar to the emotions following our 
greatest accomplishments – as a result, our 
understanding of success expands to include 
accomplishments we have previously taken for 
granted, even for the recipient (e.g., a struggling 
teacher who receives a letter from a grateful 
student recalibrates how successful she has really 
been)

What just happened…



Try doing this monthly or bi-monthly, as part of a 
predictable routine

Benefits are powerful, but only last 4-6 weeks, so 
repeated use is encouraged

What just happened…



Use the break as a chance to make the 
call, or send a text that you would like to 
talk soon – but don’t say why

What next…



During the break – make a call…







Send a text to number:  

73940 

With the message:

@3GT

@3GT

bit.ly/3gtmarch2016

http:// bit.ly/3gtmarch2016

@3GT

Click the link to 

sign up for 3 

Good Things





Anything you’re good at 

contributes to happiness.

Bertrand Russell;

Philosopher



Where there is purpose, 

there is happiness as 

well.

Swami Abhedananda



got meaning?



Why Meaning?

If you chase happiness, asking, “am I 

happier yet?” you fail…

But, a devotion to bringing the good in 

others to completion, is the path to the 

meaningful life.



Signature Strengths

24 universal strengths found across 

cultures, nations, religions and politics.  

They are moral strengths – strengths that 

we value in and of themselves.

Martin Seligman, 2012



Signature Strengths







Signature 

Strengths
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Signature Strengths

• “Does this strength express who I am?”

• “Do I feel excited to display this quality?”

• “Do I feel that no one can stop me when 

I’m using this strength?”

• “Do I express enthusiasm and joy when 

using this strength?”

• “Do I feel invigorated by it?”





HW done

Pee

Brush/Floss

Everything off the 

floor

Clothes laid out for 

tomorrow

Lunch made

In bed/head on 



bit.ly/SSTRENGTHS











www.dukepatientsafetycenter.com



Humans are capable of being physically, 
emotionally, cognitively, socially, financially and 
spiritually overwhelmed from time to time.

When we are particularly challenged,  we need a 
combination of resilience role models, tools, 
strategies, and protected time, so that we don’t 
just bounce back – we bounce higher…  



Pass it on…

“Thousands of candles can be lighted from a 
single candle, and the life of the candle will not 
be shortened”

--Budha



The Two Wolves Cherokee Legend

An old Cherokee is teaching his grandson about life. "A 
fight is going on inside me," he said to the boy.
"It is a terrible fight and it is between two wolves. One 
wolf is evil - he is anger, envy, sorrow, regret, greed, 
arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, 
false pride, superiority, and ego." He continued, "The other 
is good - he is Joy, Gratitude, Serenity, Interest, Hope, 
Pride, Amusement, Inspiration, Awe, Love, and faith. The 
same fight is going on inside you grandson - and inside 
every other person, too."
The grandson thought about it for a minute and then 
asked his grandfather:

"Which wolf will win?"
The old Cherokee simply replied,

"The one you feed."



The Story of the Two Monks 



Specific Tools
•3 Good Things: bit.ly/3gtapril2016 

•Gratitude Letters:  bit.ly/gratpre
•Signature Strengths: bit.ly/SSTRENGTHS
•Daily Acts of Kindness: bit.ly/kindtext

•Cultivate Confidants

•Cultivate Awe & Wonder

•Active Constructive Responding

•Routines and Rituals

•Cultivate Positive Emotions

•WISER

Start with 3GT or Gratitude, then try RAK/Strengths




